
September 29, 2020 

By Noelle Ellerson Ng 

FCC E-Rate Order 

Last week, FCC Chairman Pai made an announcement related to E-Rate. While the change does alleviate 

on-campus school bandwidth issues, this does NOT help address homework gap, nor does it provide any 

funding, flexibility or relief within the E-Rate program to allow schools to address internet needs at 

home during remote learning.  

Essentially, it will provide additional support for schools that find themselves spending more on Internet 

access services under existing and E-Rate approved contracts because of increased demand caused by 

remote learning. While schools do need this additional assistance, I want to be clear that this does not 

address connecting unconnected students in their homes, nor does it allow E-Rate to be used to provide 

students with hotspots, devices or other connection equipment. In fact, the Order itself specifically 

states: “ Consistent with section 254 of the Telecommunications Act directive that E-Rate may only be 

used to “enhance... access to advanced telecommunications and information services for... school 

classrooms,” we remind applicants that off-campus use of eligible services, even if used for an 

educational purpose, is ineligible for support.” 

 It is likely no coincidence that this Order emerges the day before the House Commerce Oversight 

hearing where the Chairman will receive questions about his lack of action on homework gap. It is a 

well-worn trick of this Chairman to make public announcements right before he goes to the Hill to the 

testify. Most importantly, this Order should not be used to distract attention from the very real and still 

existing problem of students lacking home connectivity or, worse, portrayed as resolving the homework 

gap. Finally, it is worth pointing out that the Chairman is waiving a several rules in this Order, including 

the competitive bidding requirement, while standing firm on his refusal to do anything substantive on 

the homework gap. He will claim that he is doing what he can within his statutory waiver authority, but 

it should shock none of us that he will not extend his liberal usage of waiver authority here to homework 

gap issues. In broad strokes, here is what the Order will do: 

• Open an emergency E-Rate application window upon the Order’s publication in the Federal 

Register. The window will close October 16 
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• In this emergency window, “schools may only request E-Rate discounts for additional on-

campus category one Internet access and/or data transmission services needed as a result of the 

COVID-19 pandemic.” 

• If eligible, applicants may request discounts on services already provided in funding year 2020 as 

early as July 1, 2020. 

• E-Rate competitive bidding rules waived for this emergency window but state and local 

procurement rules may still apply. 

• Temporary pricing limits on bandwidth costs will apply: “USAC shall grant funding requests from 

applicants seeking funding where the price per megabit is the same or less than the original 

contract. Alternatively, if the price per megabit is higher than the original contract, USAC will 

limit the funding commitment to the price per megabit in the original contract.” 
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